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Summary

Haddington Resources Inc., prospected their Montcalm Properties with near 105 km of 

ground geophysics comprised of; line cutting, total field magnetics, and HLEM (200 m coil 

spacing) surveys. The claims found just west of the Montcalm base metal discovery in 

conjunction with aero EM input anomalies situated there on support the 1996 exploration. 

The ground work conducted by M C Exploration Services Inc., of South Porcupine, ON, 

continued from January till March 1996. This report covers the Central and North Claim 

blocks only, refer to the February 96 report by R Daigle covering the southern claims 

"Montest Option". The 1996 results confirmed the aero EM and magnetic responses on 

the properties and favours additional work.
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1.0 Introduction

Haddington Resources Ltd of Vancouver, B.C., contracted M C Exploration Services Inc., 
of South Porcupine, ON, to do work on their properties in Montcalm Township, northeastern 
ON. The objective of the 1996 work Is an attempt to investigate aero EM anomalies 
situated there on. The Montcalm base metal discovery Is near five kilometers east of the 
North fit Central Claim Blocks. This report covering the North and Central Claim Blocks 
(near 73 km of surveys) along with a previously filed report (February, 96 by R Daigle) 
incorporates the 105.5 km of surveys Initiated by Haddington. The line cutting, total field 
magnetic, and HLEM surveys were performed during January till March of 1996. Poor 
access and a harsh winter contributed to an elongated program. The North and Central 
Properties will be evaluated using the Total Field Magnetic and lower 440 Hz, 200 m coil 
spaced HLEM survey. The higher frequency response is immensely influenced by the 
topographical elevations. Very little is known about the underlying geology on the 
properties. The main source of information is gathered from Geological Report 78, Geology 
of the Belford-Strachan Area, G Bennett, 1969.

Figure 1; Property Map showing unclassified aero EM anomalies.
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2.0 Property

2. l Owner K Description

The Central Claim Blocks, registered to a M Caron, Timmins entrepreneur includes three 
adjoining claims 1204301. 1204303. and 1204312. This property is just south of the 
Ivanhoe and Groundhog River convergence, Montclam Township. The North Claims Blocks, 
registered to a M Caron, Timmins entrepreneur includes three adjoining claims 1204326, 
1204359. and 1204679. This property is detached from the Central Blocks and is along 
the north boundary of Montcalm Township. Refer to Figure l showing property boundaries.

2.1 Location N Accessibility

The properties found near and along the Groundhog K Ivanhoe Rivers, Montcalm Township 
are roughly 60 km northwest of Timmins, ON. The gravel road leading to the Montcalm 
discovery (presently being developed by Outokumpu Mines) reaches Montcalm Township at 
a point along the Groundhog River. The landing is roughly 70 km from Highway 101 West. 
The crews used snowmobiles to access the last four kilometers up the Groundhog River and 
then travelled along the Groundhog.

2.3 Past Exploration

There is no evidence of past work by mining companies on the grids being reported on in the 
Timmins Resident Geologist Office. However extensive past exploration is evident east and 
south.

3.0 Geology
3. l Topography S Drainage

Crews noted elevations ranging from 840 ft to 1040 ft on the grids along and near the 
rivers. The topographical relief along the creek beds are problematical if one attempts to 
mobilize a diamond drill rig. Careful planning will be required in establishing the roads.
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3.2 General Geology

The major rock units mapped in the area are metavolcanic flows and pyroclastics with some 
interbedded metasediment^, intermediate to ultramafic intrusive rocks, felsic intrusive rocks, 
and high grade metamorphic rocks. All of these rocks are of Precambrian age. The arcuate 
Montcalm Gabbroic Complex is a stratiform, layered intrusion, consisting of pyroxenite, 
gabbro, anorthositic gabbro and ferroan gabbro zones. The mafic-ultramafic complex (which 
hosts the Outokumpu nickel-copper discovery appears to be gradational into overlying 
metavolcanic rocks. There is some evidence that the western part of the complex consists 
of a number of closely spaced sills. The abundance of magnetite (generally over 5 percent) 
is reflected by a strong magnetic response. In some parts of the area mafic and intermediate 
rocks are interlayered with fine-grained metasedimentary rocks. It is known that the 
Montclam deposit consists of three steeply dipping, irregularly shaped sulphide-rich lenses 
separated by granitic or grandioritic dikes. The sulphide lenses are hosted by medium-to- 
coarse grained gabbro.

3.2 Property Geology

The recent geophysical surveys will be used as a guide to what rocks may be expected on the 
property. No outcrop was observed on the property by the crews.

All gathered information insinuates that the central and north claim blocks are predominantly 
underlain by metavolcanics. The aero magnetic survey in conjunction with the ground 
magnetics infers that the central property is intruded by gabbroic sills and/ or fingers of the 
Montcalm Complex. This theory is derived from the reported magentite content contained 
in the gabbro (Geological Report 78, G Bennet, 1969). The ground magnetics on the north 
claim blocks infers that this grid is also Intruded by several trends of gabbroic rocks. The 
stratigraphic trend of the geology is geophysically inferred to be roughly north of east and a 
sinuous trend is evident near the south limit of the central property where the direction is 
near EW. The properties are bisected by three diabase dikes trending roughly NS, evident on 
both aero and ground magnetics. The central and north property is bisected by a near NS 
trending fault which coarsely follows the Groundhog River. The discontinuation of the NS 
high magnetic trends (dikes) on the north property infers that the property is cut by a fault 
approximately trending EW. This fault is subsequently displaced northerly by a latter fault 
tranding near NS. Structural information can only be geophysically inferred at this time due 
to lack of information.
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Figure 2; 1 996 Selected Grids on the South K North Claim Blocks.
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4.0 Geophysical Agenda

4. \ Line cutting

The line cutting crews started these grids after the completion of the Montest Grid. Line 
cutting crews established the O+OO/ 0+00 start point for the cental grids on Grid "D" on 
the Groundhog River 50m south of the northern boundary. The baseline trending N900 T 
extends from line O to line l OOOW. A total of eleven lines turned 900 from the baseline, 
separated by 100m extend southerly until tie line 800S (which runs parallel to the baseline). 
Crews measured 250m south from the Grid D O+OO/ 800S point to direct the Grid "E" 
baseline N65 0T. This baseline extends from 800E to 10OOW. The nineteen lines turned 90C 
from the new baseline extend near southwesterly up to tie line 10OOS. The baseline for the 
north grid was started on an island on the Groundhog River. The baseline with an Azimuth 
of N800T extends from 300W to 1800E. Three tie lines, 10OOS, 10OON, and 1 SOON run 
parallel to the baseline. The twenty two lines, separated by 100 m are bound by a tie line. 
All of the picket lines were chained at a 25 meter interval.
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4.2 TFM Survey Procedure

M C Exploration geophysical crews, J Ryan and D Crowley read the central grid from March 
10th to March 15th, 1996 and the north grid from March 17th to March 28th, 1996. 
The GSM-19, Overhauser magnetometers were used to read all lines, sampled at a 12.5 m 
interval. Refer to Plan 2N (north claim blocks) and Plan 2C (central claim blocks) in the 
back pocket for the Total Field Magnetic results. The north grid covering the northern claim 
blocks comprises 3163 stations (near 39 Km) read ranging from 57771 nT to 58785 nT 
with an average intensity of 58282 nT. The central grids (Grid D SC E) covering the central 
claim blocks comprises 1846 stations (near 23 Km) read on Grid D ranging from 57798 nT 
to 58689 nT with a mean of 58223 nT, and 882 stations (near 11 Km) read on Grid E 
ranging from 57988 nT to 58658 nT with a mean of 58221 nT. All of the data collected 
is smoothed with the base station located on the south property (Montest Option) 
monitoring the diurnal drifts from the O + OO/ 0 + 00 grid location (on the Ground Hog 
River). A reference field of 58000 nT was used.

4.3 TFM Survey Results

4.31 Grids D and E (Central Claim Blocks)

The magnetic response ranging beyond 58200 nT bisecting Grid D from line 400 W @ 
0+00 to line O @ 790 S then onto Grid E from line 300 W @ 0+00 and sinuously 
trending westerly across the south limit of Grid E conforms with a probable western extension 
of the Montcalm Gabbroic Complex. The near EW trends of narrow mag highs are 
conformable to sills or fingers of similar rock type (mafic-ultramafic rock complex with 
variable magnetite content). The probable narrow gabbroic intrusions can be observed across 
Grid D from line 800 W @ 650 S to line 400 W @ 500S, from line 900W @ 200 S to 
line 700 W @ 150 S and across Grid E just south of the baseline from line 500 W to line 
100 W. The theorized narrow near EW trends of magnetic highs (of gabbroic nature) can 
further be enhanced by shadow plots of the gridded magnetic data. Thus proving additional 
and/ or elongated trends. The pattern of NS gathering of contours at the east limit of both 
grids occurs in conjunction with a prolonged narrow high magnetic trend seen on the airborne 
survey inferring a diabase dike intruding proximate to this area. The dispersed gathering of 
contours along the west limit of Grid D (along line 1000 W) and on Grid E at the NW 
corner correlates with the airborne survey and infers another near NS trending dike. All 
gathered information theorizes a fault which coarsely follows the trend of the Groundhog 
River and bisects both grids. The fault inferred from Grid E near and along line 100 W and 
then across Grid D from line 300 W @ 800 S to line 600 W @ 0+00 is mainly 
substantiated by the trend of low magnetic susceptibilities and the interruption of the HLEM 
anomalies. The near NS trend of mag lows is obscured at the south limit of Grid E where 
the contact of the Gabbroic Complex is theorized to occur. A near EW trend of mag lows 
occurring across Grid E from line 100 E @ 200 S to line 800 E @ 250 S infers another 
fault system. West of the Grounhog River this fault appears to take a north of west trend 
extending beyond Grid E near the baseline @ station 600 W.
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4.32 Grids A, B, and C (North Claim Blocks)

The visage of the magnetic pattern on the north claim blocks is predominated by NS features 
(dikes and a fault). The variance of the glacial debris in conjunction with the NS geological 
features obscures the expected stratigraphy. Structural geology can be further enhanced by 
colour images or shadow plots. The three inferred near NS trending dikes seen (1 )along line 
300 W, (2)along line 200 E, and (3)along 1000 E and 1200 E occur in conjunction with 
near NS trending narrow mag highs seen on the airborne survey. The narrower NS trends 
of mag highs seen along lines 400 E (400N to 1000 N) and 1600 E (1100 N to 1500 N) 
do not occur on the airborne survey and are interpreted as narrow diabase dikes. The traces 
of the fault systems can be observed along the trends of low magnetic susceptibilities. A 
predominant fault bisects the north grid near and along line 600 E and extends beyond the 
grid in both south and north directions. This fault is believed to displace an older north of 
east trending fault (which can be said to trend parallel to the Porcupine-Destor as a 
comparison). The older fault system is interpreted to bisect the north grid from line 300 W 
@ 50 N to line 300 E @ 150 N and then continues proximate to line 700 E @ 600 N to 
line 1300 E @ 625 N extending beyond grid east. Another fault system is postulated to cut 
the north grid at the NE corner. However additional information would be required to 
delineate this postulation.

Refer to the addendum for equipment specifications and additional survey theory.

4.4 HLEM Survey Procedure

The horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) survey using the MaxMin unit in conjunction 
with the MMC data logger was operated by S Ryan and J Ryan of Timmins, ON. The 
selected 200 m coil spacing and 440 Hz, 1 760 Hz frequencies read the In-Phase and Out- 
Phase components at a 25 m interval on the N S lines only. The central property was read 
from February 6, 1996 to February 10, 1996 and the north property was read from 
February 1 1, 1996 to February 15, 1996. The data posted and profiled on Plan 3C 
(440Hz) and Plan 4C ( 1 760 Hz) present 906 stations (27.9 Km) read along the cross-lines 
of Grids "D" and "E" recording the In-phase and Out-Phase elements at a 25 m interval. The 
northern grid presented on Plans 3N (440 Hz) and 4N (l 760 Hz) presents l 197 stations 
(33.9 Km) read at a 25 m interval along cross-lines. The collected results gathered are 
summarized as follows;

North Grid
Stations Read In-Phase Stats Out-Phase Stats

min max mean min max mean
440Hz 1197, 33.95 Km -6.8 to +17.8 +5.0 -18.5 to +18.0 -0.6 
1760Hz " " -33.3 to +55.0 +16.6 -61.7 to *44 . O -26.0

Central Grids
Stations Read In-Phase Stats Out-Phase Stats

min max mean min max mean
440Hz 906, 27.90 Km -4.0 to +80.0 +0 . l -13.0 to +21.0 +0.5 

1760Hz " " -15.0 to 4-74. 0 +19.0 -58.0 to 4-34 . 0 -28.0

Refer to the addendum for equipment specifications and additional survey theory.
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4.5 HLEM Results

4.51 Grids D and E (Central Grids)

The HLEM survey depicts several EW and north of east trending anomalies which correlate 
well with the magnetic survey. There is a displacement in anomaly axis when comparing both 
magnetic and HLEM surveys. This can be explained by the topographical effect diffusing the 
EM abberrative response. Therefore the resulting EM discussion will emphasize only the lower 
440 Hz which is less susceptible to noise (topo effects). The A and B anomalies on Grid D 
occur along magnetically inferred gabrroic sills or fingers (refer to geology, page 3). The 
source of these conductive reactions is unknown at this time. Anomaly C, near the NE 
corner of Grid D has a different magnetic attribute. It plots within a broader magnetic high 
feature and is therefore interpreted to be of a different nature. Its source is also unknown at 
this time. Grid E, with more anomalies presents a complicated array of anomaly axis. The 
western extent of the grid showing anomalies D, E, and F have narrow magnetic highs 
correlated with their trends. These trends can be classified as anomalies A St B on Grid D, 
gabbro intrusion hosting conductive materials. Anomaly F2 appears to be stratabound with 
a good conductivity thickness reaching 15 mho's near the river (line 100 W @ 475 S). This 
conductive trend is suspect of being graphitic in nature. Anomaly i, which trends coarsely 
parallel to F2 is explained as being a similar horizon as F2. The other DI, D2, and h 
anomalies are irregular since they occur in close proximity to the NS fault. The source of 
these anomalies is problematical.

4.52 Grids A, B, and C (north claim blocks)

The same applies for the northern HLEM survey where a labyrinth of anomaly axis occurs on 
the higher 1760 Hz (refer to Plan 4N). The display of anomalous trends indicates two 
relevant geological formations. The first array of anomalies north of the baseline trend EW. 
The anomalies south of the baseline trend NE. The source of the anomalous response is 
overall problematical. There are two areas of concern due to the substantial interpreted 
widths of the source. The first being along axis z which is amply affected by the 
topographical relief of the Groundhog River and shows a good width on line 300 E just south 
of the baseline. The second anomaly of interest lies along the C axis on lines 200 E near 
800 N and 900 E near 500 N. The EW coarse of the river running parallel to tie line 
1000 N along and near stations 800 N supports anomalies flanking south and north. The 
anomalies at the NW corner are predominantly influenced by an array of creeks which drain 
the property towards the river.
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Figure 3; Total Field Magnetic Shadow Plot with 440 Hz axis.
Declination of the shadow; N 135 0 T. 

HLEM Survey; MaxMin l with 200 m coil spacing

o-

1 ' 1204559

The resulting shadow fianks W and N of any high magnetic susceptibilities. The original data 
was gridded using KRIGR1D and BIGRID with a 25 m cell size, then the averaged value (via 
GRIDBOOL) was shadowed with a -135 declination.
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Figure 4; Total Field Magnetic Shadow Plot with 440 Hz axis.
Declination of the shadow; N135 0T. 

HLEM Survey; MaxMin l with 200 m coil spacing
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The resulting shadow flanks W and N of any high magnetic susceptibilities. The original data 
was gridded using KRIGRID and BIGRID with a 25 m cell size, then the averaged value (via 
GRIDBOOL) was shadowed with a -1 35 declination.
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5.0 Implications

5. l Conclusion

The 1996 ground geophysics proved the response of the 1989- 1990 Airborne Survey 
flown by Geoterrex Ltd for the ODM/ OGS. It can be said that the physiography obscures 
the true EM response of the buried conductive trends on both ground and airborne surveys. 
The variance in susceptibilities seen along the magnetic axis is partially due to the irregularity 
in depth to bedrock. It is postulates that another governing factor attributing to the variable 
magnetic intensities is due to the gradational contacts along the contacts of the gabbroic 
intrusive unit.

5.2 Recommendations

If a drill program is anticipated, it would be beneficial to survey the intended line of interest 
once again by secant chaining the stations and using three low frequencies for the EM survey. 
This would render better interpretations (depths, conductivity thickness, and accurate axis 
delineation) before mobilizing a drill.

DATE

R J Daigle
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6.0 CERTIFICATION

l Richard Daigle residing at 1115 Maclean Dr, U15 in the city of Timmins, ON, Certify;

1. l have received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 
1979 from Radio College of Canada, Toronto, ON.

2. I have been computer literate and utilized geophysical 
equipment for fifteen years.

3. Experienced Max-Min ( HLEM ) interpretations along with field 
operations under the supervision of John Betz, 1979- 81.

4. Geophysicist Assistant for Kidd Creek Mines under the 
supervision of Mr. Doug Londry, 1981- 85.

5. Fulfilled geophysical contracts in NE Ontario, 1985-87.

6. Fulfilled geophysical contracts ( IP, HLEM, MAG, SP ) along with property 
assessments in Eastern Canada, 1987- 92.

7. l have been employed by M.C. Exploration Services Inc as 
Geophysical Evaluator for the past four years.

8. l have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

DATE:
Timmins, ON
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7.0 Instrument Specs SC Survey Theory
GEM Systems Advanced Magnetometers GSM-19
GEM Systems Inc V. 4.0
52 West Beaver Creek Road, Unit 14
Richmond Hill, Ontario Phone; (905) 764- 8008
Canada, L4B-1L9 Fax ; (905) 764- 9329

l .0 Instrument Description
*The senior u a dual coll type designed to reduce noiit md improve fra di en i toJerance The roils a rc dearo statically shielded and contain a proton rich liquid In l pyrex boldt, which also acu H a n RF reionaior.

*Th* tenior cable li coaxial, typically RG-S8/U, up to lOOm long

*The suffis nude of strong aluminum tubing sec li on i. This construction allow fix a selection of sensor elevation! above the pound during surveyi. For best precision the Full i taff length ihould be used Recorrvnended sensor 

separation In gradiometer mode it one staff tection, although rwo or three wction tepandons are lonwunie, used for maximum lemltlviry

*The console conuins all the eJecrronk drcuitry It has a sixteen key keyboard, t 4 i20 character alphanumeric display, and tensor md power Inpui/ mupui connector!. The keyboard also serws a. an ON-OFF switch.

*The power Input/output connector also i*rvei u a ILS232 Input/output and optionally as analog output and contact dosure triggering Input.

*The keyboard from panel, and connectors are sealed (can operate under rainy conditions]

*The charger ha, two levdi of cturpng, full and irlctie, switching automatically from one to an o the. Input K normally l 10V 50/60H1. Optionally, 12V DC can be provided.

*The all-meul housing of che console guarantees excdlem EM protection.

2.0 Instrument Specifications
RjBOlution 0.01 nT. nufneuc fidd xid grjdienl
Accuracy 0.20 nT ow operating rwiye
Hinge 20,000 to 120,CXX) nT lutorrutk QjninE. rH)u!rini 'nici'1 letup
Gradlem Tolerjnce ovtt 10,000 nT/m
Operaung Inieml 3 Mcondi minimum, faswr opUon^l Kedding Inidaled from keyboard, exiema! Inner, or carriage return M, Rs 232
InpulVOutpul 6 pin weatherproof connexion
POWCT Requiremeftu 12V, 200mA peak, 3OmA lundby, 30OmA peak wilfi Gndjometer

Power Source Internal 12V, !.9Ah icaled iead-acid battery lundard, external jource opuonal.
Bjtlery Charier Input, 110/ 220VAC, 50/60H1 and/or I2VDC

Output; 12V dual kvd charging 
Operating Ranges Temperatures, -40"C to *60e C

Battery VoliagB; 100 V min lo 15.0V ma)
Humidity; up to 90*k relative, non condensing 

Storage Temperature SX)"C to *65*C 
Dimensions Oxuole; 223 X 69 X 24O cm v'

Sensor Staff; 4 s 450mm sections
Sensor; 170 x 71 mm diameter
Wdgnt; Codiolt 2 IKg Su(T0.9Kg Senson, I.iKg

Magnetic Survey

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the shape and magnitude of the 
earth's naturally occurring magnetic field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks 
in the earth. These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the presence of the magnetic 
minerals, of which the most common is magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, 
and some less common minerals. Magnetic anomalies in the earth's filed are caused by 
changes in two types of magnetization; (l) Induced, caused by the magnetic field being 
altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the rocks, which is a 
function of the concentration of the magnetic minerals. (2) Remanent magnetism is 
independent of the earth's magnetic field, and is the permanent magnetization of the 
magnetic particles (magnetite, etc..) in the rocks. This is created when these particles orient 
themselves parallel to the ambient field when cooling. This magnetization may not be in the 
same direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the orientation of the rock or 
the field. The unit of measurement (variations in intensity) is commonly known as the 
Gamma which is equivalent to the nanotesla (nT).
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Magnetic Survey 

Method;

The magnetometer, GSM-19 with an Overhauser sensor measures the Total Magnetic Field 
(TFM) perpendicular to the earth's field (horizontal position in the polar region). The unit 
has no moving parts, produces an absolute and relatively high resolution measurement of the 
field and displays the measurement on a digital lighted display and is recorded (to memory). 
Initially, the tuning of the instrument should agree with the nominal value of the magnetic 
field for each particular area. The Overhauser procession magnetometer collected the data 
with a 0.2 nanoTesla accuracy. The operator read each and every line at a 1 2.5 m interval 
with the sensor attached to the top of three (56cm) aluminum tubing sections. The readings 
were corrected for changes in the earth's magnetic field (diurnal drift) with a similar GSM-19 
magnetometer, > > base station < < which automatically read and stored the readings at 
every 30 seconds. The data from both units was then downloaded to PC and base corrected 
values were computed.

HLEM SURVEY

Apex MaxMin 1-9
The MaiMin l pound Horiionu! Loop FJectroMagnetk ( HLEM t tysieiru ar* desired for mineral K water exploration and for geo engineering applications They expand the highly popular MaxMin M and III LM system con cep u 

The frequency range ( ir Hi) i s enended LO seven octaws from four. The ringer a nd numb en of coll iepar*iionj are increased and new operating mode* art id bed. The receiver can ilw be used Independently for meJiuremenis 

with power line source The advanced ip h en c and poweriine noise rejection li further Improved, nesulunf in faster and more accurate lurveyi, particularly a t large coil separations S*veril receivers may be operated along t tingle 

reference scale Mating plug in dau acquisition computer is available for uie with MuMin l for automatic digital acquisition and processing. The computer jpecificationi are i n separate d*u sheets.

Specifications
"Frequencies 110, 220, 44O, 680, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14O80 Hi plus 50/oOHj powerline frequency (recehw only).

"Model KA X t HL mode, Tx tt Ri coll planes horlzonul and coplanar. 

KAX2: V coplanar kop mode, Tx K Rj coil plane V ei coplanar 

MAX 3: V coaxial loop mode, Tx S Ri coll planes V K coaxial 

MIN l : P loop mode l { Tz coll plane H K Ri coll plane V. 
MIN2 P loop mode 2 (T. coll plane V K Rx coll plan*- H.

"Coil Separation 12.5,25,50,75, 100, 125, f 50,200,300,400 meien lUndard 

10,20,40,60,80,100,120,160,200,240,320 m, internal option

50, 100,200, 300. 400,500,600,800, 1OOO, 1200, loOOfi Internal opt "Parameter! IP and Q components of the secondary ma pi cut Md, in * Measure of primary (Tx) fld Fid amplitude

and '(K tilt of PL fid "Readouts Analog d reel rea d DU u on tdgcwfie panel meten for IP, Q and tile, and for SG/60HI amplitude. Additional digJLal readouts when unnj die DAC, for 

which Interfacing and coniroli are provided for plup^n.

*fUnr of Analog IP and Q tcales, O  2CWb, O  2^, O Readouts   IO04b, switch acttvated Analogue dli icjle O  75** grade (dcu! IP ei Q O   1 02. 4^). 

"Readability Analogue IP and Q 0.05* LO D.5%, analogue till l -fe grade (d^ul IPMQO.1%).

*Rep*jLabiliry iD.05% 10   I* normally, depending on frequency, coil pacing at condiUoni,

'Sipii' Powerline comb filler, continuous spherics noise dipping, Filtering auioadjusbng time constants and other filtering.

\Vaminj L lghti Rx ilgnal and reference warning lights to indicate potential error,

"Survey Depth From surface down to 1.5 times coll separation used

"Tranjmhier IIOHi. 220jlm 220Hz:215atm 44QHi ZlOatm B00Hi: 20Oitrn

Dipo*f moments 176OHi I60atm I52OHi: BOatm 7O4OHi:4Oacm 14080Hi. 20aDn 'Reference Cable Llghl wdghc unihidded 4/2 conductor uflor, cable for rruxJmum tonperature range and for 

minimum fnoJon.

Vtercom Voice communication link via reference cable

*Rx Power Supply Four standard 9V batt (0-SAh, aJk}. Life 30 hn condnuous duty, leu In cold weather Rechargeable batt optional

*Ti Power Supply Rechargeable MaJed gel type lead add I2V-I JAhr batt (4x 6V -6 rt Ah j In canvas belt. Op l l?V-8Ahr light duty belt padt.

*Tx Battery For l ICH20/220-240VAC, 50/60/400 Hi and I2-15VDC wpply Charjw operation, automaUc float charge mode, three charge jlatm Indicator lighu Output M.4V-I.25A norrdnaJ

"Operauni Temp -4O*C lo +6O-C

"fij weigh; B kg Tx weight 16 kg with uandard batt.

IP^n-Phase/ Q- QuidJ-jujre ' H^ Hodionul/ V* Vertk.il/ PL* Powerline

(H)



HLEM SURVEY

HLEM Theory
 The MaxMin l is a frequency domain, horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) system, 
based on measuring the response of conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic 
field. The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally varying field at any of the eight 
varying frequencies. This field induces an electromotive force (emf), or voltage, in any 
conductor through which the field passes (defined by Faraday's Law). The emf causes a 
secondary current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary electromagnetic 
field. This changing secondary field induces an emf in the receiver coil (by Faraday's Law) 
at the same frequency, but which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. The 
difference in phase (phase angle) is a function of the conductance of the conductor(s), both 
the target and the overburden, and host rock. The magnitude of the secondary field is 
dependant on the conductance, dimension, depth, geometry as well as on the interference 
from the overburden and host rock. The two parameters, phase angle and magnitude are 
measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two components; the real field, 
In-phase with the primary field, and the imaginary field, Quadrature or 900 out-of-phase 
from the primary field. The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a function of 
the frequency of the primary field. A higher frequency field generates a stronger response to 
weaker conductors. A low frequency tends to pass through weak conductors and penetrate 
to a deeper depth. The lower frequency also tends to energize the full thickness of a 
conductor, and give better measure of it's true conductivity-thickness " a " , i n mho's per 
meter. For these reasons, two or more frequencies are usually used. A lower frequency for 
better penetration and a higher frequency for stronger response to weaker conductors. The 
transmitted primary field also creates an emf in the receiver coil, which is much stronger than 
that of the secondary and must be corrected for by the receiver. This is done by 
electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude is determined by the distance 
between the transmitter and receiver. The phase is derived from the receiver via an 
interconnecting cable.

Method
The MaxMin I is a two-man continuously portable EM system. Designed to measure both 
the vertical and horizontal In-Phase (IP) and Quadrature (QP) components of the anomalous 
field from electrically conductive zones. The plane of the Transmitter (Tx) was kept parallel 
to the mean slope between the TX and Receiver (Rx) at all times. This ensures a horizontal 
loop system measuring perpendicular to the anomalous targets. The grid being surveyed 
should also be secant chained in order to keep a constant separation (between Tx and Rx) 
to eliminate anomalous response derived from cable loss over rough terrain. Crews attempted 
to keep a constant separation for a qualitative survey. Two frequencies; 440Hz and 1 760Hz 
were selected to resolve complex conductors if/when encountered. The 200 meter coil 
spacing, chosen to detect possible deep conductors also ensures a more consistent survey 
overall (a large spread gives better penetration over areas of conductive layers, eg. clay). The 
crews read the cross-lines only to cut the geology at a perpendicular angle for better cross 
over response.

(15)



MAXMIN CASE HISTORY
Montcalm Area, ] Betz 1977
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MONTCALM T WP. ONTARIO
CASE HISTORY
COURTESY OF GEOPHYSICAL CNOINECRIHO

l
222 Hz

Not* i The bedrock topography pradcnlrtita* 
tho conplete high frequency picture, and 
Uia cut-of-phaBe part of the lew freqxuncy 
picture -—— ace poster 13 for ewnplos 
of bedrock topograi^ilc effect*. Hnwuver ( 
the deep sulphide body predominates the 
iii-phaae part of the lew frequency plctun.

l 444 Hz

•x.

:"'"' 888 Hz

S ^1^" m m t^ 9 — ' •a^,^^ 
h ^ •^

- - - - -i^ 1777 Hz
,* •--.*--

^..-^aw " .
V \ SE IOE

f

7 XS B
/' \ R.

J n *f*' \ f ———
S \ '

^^

X— -

•"•^^ t^^ J*' — •-"~ S

IJZw ^ y''
400fl 1 ^

.

~ J* -
\ \ TOPO

\ 3 55 5 Hz
s \

\ \

222 H z

Notai Trie bedrock topography predominates 
tho omvlera hlijh frxapcncy picture, and 
t J u out-of-ptwise pnrt of the low freqvxincy 
picture —— sea pouter 11 for exanplea 
of bedrock tc|t.|rai''ic effecLa. However, 
the doep atilirilde txxly prodmlnattts tho 
In-phasa part of Uie low frequency picture.

It li not poailble to de La mine precisely the o.t (oon- 
ductlvlty-UilcJincaa) vain; of thu (uli^ilite zone diu to the 
iihl l turdtlm of Its out-of^fhdse ccrvofMvit at all frequutclee 
by the effect of the Uirlixl ridfe. IkiuL-ver, the lack of a

aa-^.— —" ,^...--.-.,

. ——— ,- - * ~ -a— -i
-^"

^4P.,^

:-.-^... t^"' "~ "
*'-**" f. *" ~"~ " ** ^

-•--•"
- ——— - 444 Hz
- x ""

•n^ reactor l * referred to Poetar 14 for other exanples 
of detecting "geophyilcal signal" throuc^i "geological noise"

peroeptJhle ln:reaae In In-nhaia opponent betueen 222 Hi 
and 444 Hz Indicate that thu zone la already at eAJy current 
adturatlon at 222 Hz. •mil oould only happen In this oiae 
If the o. t l 7 50 rtvu. In all prcb^blllty the o. t la acwnl 
thotnand ntui, becjusa thu mineralization i* very ilnUlar 
to Uut In the zona In Ciae |] on Poster II, fur htilch the 
o. t li about iiOOO ntkii.

Hz

A very largo o.t la further cubatantiatad by the failure 
of a popular t LTo-*imai/i ayaun to detect thla mialiv eul- 
r*ilde zone with oertalntv. Bccjusc the ntajilw pjrt of t ha 
zunc dot-'B not tcxitii a,Minal the ovurlyintj layer of oondiictlw 

udcn, Ucrn li wry little "01111311 qathorlnq" tak 
lo lielp offset tht Inherent InuenMl t lvl ty of thla 

tlroln ayntun uj the lanjo o.t value of the zone.

1777 Hi

\
S ' Al inwlrx) for the effect of the short iLrlXer-length (mre 

* than a two fold reduction in anoruly arvlitixte), tlie inter 
preted depth tn the top of the nussive sulphide zone is alxxit 

(L. Ihu drill ifb.ilt* Indlu.ite a dupth of at loast 100 ft.

a) South and eaMt of tho rain orebody,
b) a^jrler and dLiu|]or Ovin OH nuln orebody, and
ci nan-Buhcron)lnq.

IN -
OUT - OF - P HASE LINE isos

•CHly the central loon ccnee within 6ta 
of surface. The ends are deep.

MAXMINII POSTER 4A
By J.E. Betz, geophysical consultant. cctcber, 1977.
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Ontario

Ministry ol ' 
Northern Development 
tnd.yinee

Report ol Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act

Transaction Number

Personal Information collected on this form l* obtained under the authority ol the Mining Act. This Information will be used lor correspondence. Questions about 
this collection should be directed lo the Provincial Manager, Mining Landi, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Fourth Floor, 169 Cedar Street, 
Sudbury, Ontario. P3E 8A5. telephone (705) 670-7264. " ~ "~* ~ "^

Instructions: - Please type or print and submit In duplicate. 
- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for

Recorder.
; - A separate copy of this form must be comp

. i - Technical reports and maps must accompa
•' - A sketch, showing the claims the work Is a:

, 
O t f* C?L C* f*/

42B09N Eoo22 2.i6667~PouuFfr

Recorded Holden!*) /-^f i KZ ^- '~'fZcs
//^ x") . -),,^: \: •~T^'-~':~ " '^/'

Address "5Vv\ ^^-z 'P^/ic ̂  f^'c~

Mining bMsta

Dates -. 
Work From: .^- ^ , 
Pertormed ,. '- fipj i1 /* K. Y

J,. f^}

r ///? 5 r /s- 'f'- ^ s r. ''^'! • •". "'' -r-x.'
Townihlp/Area v-' t, , . 2x ̂

Mt^^^^J\
Telephone No. .-x- , - -, - '.. ^-^.
^/iV " ' i -- Vvx -- ~ '"'
M or Q Plan No.

.'^ - '//e s.

t-. //-- x To: /?'//' f/ -/^y*6
Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)

Work Group

Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work, 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

Assay*

Assignment from 
Reserve)

Type

/. //tOr e.^/f/,1/ -J /i f/, s, A'f f , f . -, -., y //^ /; , rc s / -~/ / 1- : -' '' - -' S ' : '"- '/'- '

RECEIVED

JUL 10 1996

MINING LANDS BRANCH

- —————————————————————— i — 

j

i i

swnTotal Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs l ____^ f , V- 5 y * _____;
Not*: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 

holder cannot verify expenditures claimed In the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Qlve Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

-TT

(attach t schedule If neceasary)
. ' *

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
Recordfrd Holder or Agent (Signature)

1 certify that at the time (he work was performed, the claims covered In this work 
report were recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Interest 
by the current recorded holder.

Certification of Work Report
l certify that 1 have a personal knowledge ol the facts set forth In this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
Ha completion and annexed report Is true.

Name and Address of Pereon Certifying
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' Value 
Assigned tfom thte Claim

ReeervK Work to be Claimed at a Future Date

Credits 
which claims

you are claiming In this report may be cut back. In order lo minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please Indicate from 
:falms you wish to prlorlze the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:

1. O Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.
2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained In this report of work.
3. D Credits are to be cut back as prlorlzed on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice ol priority, option one will be Implemented. ,

Holt 1: Examples of beneficial Interest ara unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims.

Mole 2: It work has been performed on patented or teased land, please complete the following:

l certify thai Ih* recorded holder had a beneficial Interest la the patented 
or leased land al the time the work was performed.

Signature Date



Onlano

^'inistry ol
Northern Development
and Mines

Minister* du
Developpement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction No./N" de transaction

- oo 3 b t-

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines, 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street, Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la pr6sente lormule sont 
recueillis en vertu de la Lol sur les mines et serviront a tenir a jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute quesiton sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministers du 
Developpement du Nord et des Mines, 159, rue Cedar. 4e etage, Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoQts directs

Type

Wages 
Salalres

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Drolls de 
('entrepreneur 
et de I'expert- 
consell

Supplies Used 
Fournltures 
utlllsees

Equipment 
Rental 
Location de 
materiel

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

Type 
C/tSgCtsS/'''*'?

j 

S)JA4 - ^cJ/ltfZ /
•~j '

HLC*! jsv/r^y
Tyoe 

0 * s t S .RfrCi-'J-

Type

Amount 
Montan!

/a e f .

2/^77.

66-oe .
/C, 55 4.

r-}f\rs)—— ' —— /—

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs

Tolals 
Total global

/acf' -

Z* S 'rf.

51,539.

2. Indirect Costs/CoQts Indirects
** Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
couts indirecls ne sont pas admissibles en tant que travaux 
devaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourrlture et 
hebergement
Mobilization am 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

l

Description

Type

S /^ i — D c- O

/i -— f ~\

RECEIVE

| JUL 10 1996

FINING LANDS BRA^

Amount 
Montant

S7#* .

t)-

CH

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des coOts Indirects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H of Direct Costs) 
Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des coQts directs)
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur totale du credit 
(Total of Direct and Allowable devaluation
InHlrnrt enntftl rTfital del eoGtl direct!

Totals 
Total global

/7*v.

f7*v.

*teii.
•t Indlrecti idmlMlblei

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request lor verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of (he assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregistre sera tenu de verifier les d^penses demandees dans 
le present elat des couls dans les 30 jours suivant une demande a eel 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas eflectu^e, le ministre pent rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux devaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100 07o of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant leur achievement sont 
rembourse's a 100 "/o de la valeur totale susmentionnee du credit devaluation.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50 07o of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50

2. Les travaux d6pos6s trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achievement 
sont rembourses a 50 Vo de la valeur totale du credit devaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les calculs ci-dessous.

Valeur totale du credit devaluation
x 0,50

Evaluation totale demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompa/ryingReport of Work form.

.
(Recorded Holder, Agent. Pos^on in Cjofnpany)

to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des coQts

J'atleste par la presenle :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
defenses ont ete engagers pour effectuer les travaux devaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

El qu'A litre de _ ^ je suis autorise
[tulare emegistre. representant, posle occupe dans la compagnie)

a faire cette attestation.

Signature Dale

021

i V.j-f----" - ' V-* '' -- -g^t"--*——fc—————————————— —— j ~~————————*———————

— —n 0 formule, lorsqu'ii d6signe des personnes. le masculin sst utiM^ au sens nautre.



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

August 1 2, 1 996

Telephone: (705! 
Fax: (705!

670-5853 
670-5863

Our File: 2 . 16667 
Transaction tt: W9660.00362

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development k Mines
60 Wilson Avenue, 1st Floor
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Mr. White:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MINING LAND, CLAIM(S) 
1204301 ET AL. IN MONTCALM TOWNSHIP

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under Section 14, Geophysics (MAG,EM), 
of the Assessment Work Regulation.

The approval date is August 12, 1996. Please indicate this approval 
on the claim record.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Steven Beneteau at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

shinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mines and Minerals Division

SBB/jf

cc: Resident Geologist 
Timmins, Ontario

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario



NOTES

400' surface rights reservation along the shores 
of all lakes and rivers.

THIS TWP. IS SUBJECT TO FOREST ACTIVITY IN 1995/96. 
FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON FILE.

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEE.: THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON.
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HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No.

OTHER ROADS

TRAILS

SURVEYED LINES.
TOWNSHIPS. BASE LINES, ETC. 
LOTS. MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC.

UNSUHVEYED LINES
LOT LINES
PAMCEL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY 

UTILITY LINES 

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES

S/////////////////////S////

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPJEJDF DOCUMENT

PATENT, SURFACE 4 MINING RIGHTS 

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

MINING RIGHTS ONLY

LEASE, SURFACE S MINING RIGHTS 

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

MINING RIGHTS ONLY

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION

CROWN LAND SALE

ORDER-IN-COUNCIL

RESERVATION

CANCELLED

SAND 4 GRAVEL

SYMBOJ- 

fte
Q
B 
B 
B
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c.s 
oc

SCALE : 1 INCH 40 CHAINS
O MO IOOO ?OOO

FEET

'no 4OO fino

HECTARES

ffi

40

TOWNSHIP

'

'
l

MONTCALM
DISTRICT

COCHRANE
MINING DIVISION

PORCUPINE

Ministry of Natural 
Resources

Ontario Surveys and Mapping Branch
Date . TT. P lan No.l Z 74

Whitney Block 
Queen's Pork Toronto G-II82
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BASELINE (HOD

66?

GR D PLAN ic
Scale 1:5000 

o too

Haddington Resources Ltd
Picket Line Map

Central Claim Blocks
Montcalm Township, NTS: 41 -B / NE 

Porcupine Mining Division
M. C , Exploration Services Inc. Jan 1996
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Total Field Magnetic Plan 

^ 58000 nanoTesla Base Removed

CONTOURS
Level 1; 50 nT from 57850 to 58650 nT
Level 2; 100 nT from 57800 to 58600 nT
Level 3; 500 nT from 58000 to 58500 nT
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